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We report on the measurement of the fringe-to-substrate phase error in our Nanoruler system. This
system utilizes scanning beam interference lithography to pattern and measure large-area,
nanometer-accuracy gratings that are appropriate for semiconductor and integrated opto-electronic
metrology. We present the Nanonruler’s metrology system that is based on digital frequency
synthesizers, acousto-optics, and heterodyne phase sensing. It is used to assess the
fringe-to-substrate placement stability and the accuracy of the feedback signals. The metrology
system can perform measurements in real time, on the fly, and at arbitrary locations on the substrate.
Experimental measurements are presented that demonstrate the nanometer-level repeatability of the
system. Dominant error sources are highlighted. ©2003 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Grating-based metrology1 is an attractive solution for the
measurement of patterning, replication, and process dis
tions. However, large gratings that can serve as placem
references suitable for semiconductor metrology do not e
with the necessary nanometer-level accuracy.2

We are developing scanning beam interference lithog
phy ~SBIL! to pattern gratings and grids with nanomete
level accuracy. The system uses a scanned interference im
to pattern large gratings—up to 300 mm in diameter. Fig
1 shows the front of the system where some of the ma
subassemblies are visible. This experimental system,3,4 the
‘‘Nanoruler,’’ employs interference lithography optics,5 an
X-Y air bearing stage, column referencing displacement
terferometry, refractometry, a grating length-scale referen
a beam alignment system,6 and acousto-optic fringe locking.7

Supporting systems also include an environmental enclos
a beam steering system,8 and vibration isolation with feed
forward.

The system design3 is the result of considering the man
error sources in the system. The major sources of errors
clude: thermal expansion, air index nonuniformity, period
errors, electronic noise, vibration, substrate clamping,
control. The metrology system discussed in this article
hances the understanding of ultraprecision patterning in
system.

II. METROLOGY SYSTEM

The metrology interferometer system shown in Fig. 2
based on digital frequency synthesizers, acousto-optics,
heterodyne phase sensing. This ‘‘reading mode’’ configu
tion is used to assess the fringe-to-grating motion and
unobservable errors in the system. While heterodyne sen
of grating phase has been done by other researchers,9 the
fringe locking and metrology system used in the Nanorule
the first heterodyne system suitable for interference lithog

a!Electronic mail: konkola@mit.edu
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phy where the fringe phase needs to be controlled. Furt
more, the design meets the associated requirements for
terning and metrology. The reading mode of the system
opposed to the writing mode, is the focus of this article. H
the nominal frequencies to acousto-optic modulators AO
and AOM2 are 110 and 90 MHz, respectively. The frequen
choice produces a heterodyne frequency of 20 MHz on
phase meters. The average offset of 100 MHz is chosen
cause the diffraction efficiency for our AOMs is highest
the 100 MHz range and a wide separation of zero and
order is achieved. The measurement of the fringe-to-gra
motion is calculated from thePM4 ~phase meter 4! signal
and is given by

x45
PM4L

p
, ~1!

wherePM4 is the digital phase meter reading of the optic
interference signal that is produced by the reflected zero
der beam and the diffracted minus-one order beam. The v
able L is the grating period andp is the integer number o
phase meter counts per period. Since the beams are c
bined at the grating interface, the signal is a very accur
measurement of the fringe-to-grating motion, which occ
at that interface. Electronic errors are essentially the o
source of inaccuracy for this measurement. The optical pa
in reading and writing mode, for practical purposes, are id
tical. Therefore the stability and repeatability assessed
reading gratings is an accurate estimate of the fringe pla
ment stability and repeatability when writing gratings.

The relative phase measurement between the right and
arms of the interferometer with respect to the fringe locki
optics is the signalPM3 . The beam splitters for the phas
sensing optics are located on a rigid and thermally sta
‘‘metrology block.’’ The metrology block interferomete
phase, in distance units, is given by

xm52
PM3L

p
, ~2!
30973Õ21„6…Õ3097Õ5Õ$19.00 ©2003 American Vacuum Society
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which is the stability of the interference fringes relative
the metrology block optics. This metrology block interferom
eter phase is combined with the stage error signal to con
the fringes. The fringe locking error signal, using distan
units in the writing plane, is

xfle5xm2xdie. ~3!

This is the error signal that the fringe locking controls t
ward zero by shifting the AOM1 frequencyf 1 . The displace-
ment interferometer error perpendicular to the fringes isxdie.

The fringe locking controller can operate in both readi
and writing modes. Locking the fringes in reading mode

FIG. 1. Front of the Nanoruler showing major subassemblies.

FIG. 2. System reading mode topology.
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lows the fringe-to-substrate displacement to be assessed
der conditions that very closely approximate the writi
mode condition. The fringe-to-substrate motion conta
both the fringe locking error and the unobservable error. T
unobservable error is obtained by removing any resid
fringe locking error fromx4 and is given by

xue5x41xfle . ~4!

The unobservable error is the inaccuracy in the signals u
to control the fringes. The unobservable error currently lim
the placement stability in our system.

III. METROLOGY RESULTS

The fringe-to-substrate placement is the fundamental p
formance metric for SBIL. The upper plot of Fig. 3 showsx4

over 4 s sampled at 10 kHz. The raw data is taken dire
from the Zygo ZMI 2002 phase meters that were p
grammed to have an internal low pass filter with a23 dB
bandwidth of 15 kHz. The raw 3s error inx4 is 3.9 nm. The
Gaussian filtered data is the dose phase error, which acco
for the integration of the intensity during the scann
exposure.3 The Gaussian filtered data uses thed/v parameter
of 20 ms, which, for instance, corresponds to a beam dia
eter ofd52 mm and a stage velocity ofv5100 mm/s. The
3s error for the Gaussian filtered data is 1.9 nm.

The exposure dose can be approximated as a dc b
ground dose plus a sinusoidal dose.3 The reduction in the
amplitude of the sinusoidal dose component due to the ph
jitter is plotted in the lower portion of Fig. 3. The normalize
dose amplitude reduction is better than 0.03%. Thus
fringe jitter is small enough to provide excellent contrast.
thex4 data, most of the residual fringe locking error is ave
aged by the Gaussian filter; the unobservable error at
same time is very nearly the same asx4 for the Gaussian

FIG. 3. Upper plot is the fringe-to-grating stability,x4 . The raw data
sampled at 10 kHz and the estimated dose phase error is shown. The
figure plots the calculated normalized dose amplitude change due tx4

assumingd/v520 ms.
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filtered data. The Gaussian filteredxue andx4 errors are both
1.9 nm, 3s. The unfilteredxue is notably better thanx4 with
a 3s of 3.1 nm.

Figure 4 showsxue over 56 s. The data was downsampl
seven times from 10 kHz sampled data and it was filte
with a 714 Hz cutoff frequency to produce band limited da
The rawxue data has a 3s variation of 3.1 nm and about 2.
nm, 3s for the Gaussian filtered data.

The ~square root! power spectrum of thexue data from
Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 5. Distinctive error regions are not
in the figure. The fast cutoff in the Gaussian filtered data
evident. The significant errors at high frequency that
strongly filtered include those due to vibrations and mos
the electrical noise. Even the 60 Hz electrical noise is filte

FIG. 4. Unobservable errorxue over 56 s while the stage is static. Raw da
bandlimited to 714 Hz and Gaussian filtered data are shown.

FIG. 5. Power spectrum ofxue computed from the data in Fig. 4. The Gaus
ian filtered data shows the very fast cutoff. Dominant error sources in
ferent frequency bands are indicated.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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by a factor of 63 whend/v520 ms. The 3s values shown
in the figure were computed by integrating the power sp
trum of the raw data. The air index nonuniformity and t
part expansion errors, which occur at low frequencies, li
the performance of the system. Between 0 and 59.5 Hz
unobservable error is 2.3 nm, 3s. The periodic error of the
interferometers is also included in the low frequency erro
The periodic errors were separately assessed3 to be 1.0 nm,
3s and therefore they are not the dominant error source
this time.

The top plot of Fig. 6 shows the unobservable error o
an hour. The long term stability is 1.4 nm, 3s for this data
that is bandlimited to 1.4 Hz. The refractometer signal sho
in the lower plot was used as a correction. Over the hour
refractivity varied by 0.15 ppm, which leads to about 10 n
of error for the uncompensated data in the middle plot. M
of this refractivity variation is due to pressure changes.

The refractometer is not effective for compensating no
uniform index variations, which especially includes fluctu
tions faster than about 0.04 Hz as indicated in Fig. 7. T
plot shows the~square root! power spectrum of the data from
Fig. 6 for the compensated and uncompensated unobserv
error as well as the refractometer correction. After 0.04
the refractometer signal drops off much faster than thexue

signals and the compensated data is no longer better tha
uncompensated data. The largerxue at high frequency is ex-
pected since the velocity of the air in the refractometer be
path is believed to be much slower than the air velocity
the stage beam paths. Most of the error in the compens
data is attributed to the air index nonuniformity since mu
of the noise occurs over tens-of-seconds-long time scale
faster. Between 0.04 and 1.4 Hz, the 3s square root power is
1.3 nm. Below 0.04 Hz, where the integrated error is 0.7
3s, thermal expansion is expected to dominate.

Considering the index sensitivity to temperature10
f-

FIG. 6. Top plot is the long term unobservable error with refractome
compensation. The middle plot is the unobservable error without refra
meter compensation. The bottom plot is the refractometer data taken a
same time. The data is bandlimited to 1.4 Hz.
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(dn/dT) of 20.9 ppb/mK, the total air index nonuniformit
might be entirely explained by the temperature nonunif
mity. The demonstrated temperature stability in our system
67 mK using thermistors with 10 s time constants. Ov
shorter time scales, significant additional instability is e
pected. Also, temperature gradients up to 15 mK per 0.3
have been measured.

When the stage is scanning, disturbances in addition
the static ones are present—the static and dynamic dis
bances linearly superpose. Dynamic errors occur becaus
stage accelerations. The stage must accelerate to reach a
stant velocity and the stage accelerates in response to d
bance forces, which increase during scanning. Additio
stage errors occur in both the scan direction and in the
pendicular scan direction. Errors result because the ch
distorts under its own inertial forces and the metrology blo
optics displace during payload accelerations. Most of the
action forces that disturb the payload are compensated
feedforward to the isolation system motors but they are ne
completely canceled. The unobservable errors due to vi
tion and deflections will be direct errors. The observable
rors can be corrected by the fringe locking controller.
some point, the finite disturbance rejection of the contro
is also an issue.

The lower plot of Fig. 8 showsxue during an 8 cm long
stage scan with 100 mm/s peak velocity and 0.1 G p
acceleration. The vertical lines denote the start and sto
the stage profile motion. The stage acceleration profile
the moving portion is shown in the upper plot of Fig. 8. T
unobservable error shows noticeable response during
stage accelerations but no obviously worse performance
ing the constant velocity portion of the scan or after the st
stops. The data while the stage is moving is corrected for
nonlinearity in the grating itself by applying data from
much slower scan. Because the SBIL system exposes
substrate during the constant velocity portion of the scan,
additionalxue during acceleration is not a concern. This a

FIG. 7. Power spectra of the compensated and uncompensatedxue data from
Fig. 6. The power spectrum of the refractometer correction signal is
shown. The refractometer compensation is effective up to about 0.04 H
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 21, No. 6, Nov ÕDec 2003
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ditional error during the acceleration is mainly due to defle
tions of the chuck and possibly the Abbe offset error asso
ated with the stage yaw. The measured sensitivity to stagy
accelerations is 5 nm per 0.1 G.

In a separate analysis,3 the vibration errors of the system
are assessed to be less than 1 Å. The smooth stage co
feedforward of the stage reaction forces to isolation sys
motors, and very rigid metrology frames were important fa
tors in achieving this performance.

The grating phase across the entire wafer can be map
via SBIL. The wafer mapping capability makes the Na
oruler a placement metrology tool in addition to a grati
pattering tool. The repeatability of the wafer mapping is pl
ted in Fig. 9. This data is the difference between two wa
maps taken with a stage scan speed of 1 cm/s, while low p
filtering with a cutoff frequency of 8.7 Hz. The tool take
about 10 min to map a 100 mm wafer at this speed. T
repeatability is 2.9 nm, 3s. The wafer was not removed from
the chuck between maps. Since integrating the power s
trum for xue in Fig. 5 from 0 to 8.7 Hz produces a 3s error of
1.9 nm and subtracting two data sets should account for a&
greater error, the 3s error of 2.7 nm was expected by jus
considering the static data. Because the mapping requ
stage motion, the associated thermal gradients and la
deadpath are expected to cause the slightly larger map
error. The average period was measured to be consistent
ppb and the rotation angle of the wafer was consistent t
nrad between maps.

o
.

FIG. 8. Top plot shows the acceleration profile during a scan. This 8 cm l
scan reaches 0.1 G peak acceleration and 0.1 m/s peak velocity. The b
plot shows the unobservable error during the scan. During the times w
the stage is moving at constant velocity and after it stops moving there i
noticeable increase in the unobservable error over the static case.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We measured the short and long term errors of the sys
Errors during scanning and errors during wafer mapping r
tines were also presented. We demonstrated long term~1 h!
fringe placement stability of 1.4 nm, 3s ~0–1.4 Hz!. Also,
the short term placement stability is less than 4 nm, 3s ~0–5
kHz!. When considering the integrated intensity of t
scanned image traveling at 100 mm/s, the dose placem
stability is 2.1 nm, 3s. Dynamic errors due to scanning
100 mm/s are negligible. The wafer mapping repeatabi
was shown to be 2.9 nm, 3s while measuring a 100 mm
substrate.

The errors in the system are presently limited by the
index nonuniformity. Future improvements might includ

FIG. 9. Wafer phase mapping repeatability~nm!. The 3s repeatability for
mapping an unrechucked wafer is 2.9 nm.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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compacting the fringe locking optics and enclosing thex-axis
interferometer in a sliding vacuum containment.

The repeatability demonstrated in this article marks ma
progress toward nanometer accurate gratings. Future w
needs to apply the Nanoruler’s wafer mapping capability a
self-calibration techniques11–13 to achieve nanometer-leve
accuracy.
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